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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are creating a SnapMirror relationship and custom
SnapMirror policies are not defined.
Which default policy will be applied in this scenario?
A. DPDefault
B. MirrorAndVault
C. Default
D. SMDefault
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
For compliance reasons, an organization limits the use of
resources to three specific AWS regions. It wants to be alerted
when any resources are launched in unapproved regions.
Which of the following approaches will provide alerts on any
resources launched in an unapproved region?
A. Analyze Amazon CloudWatch Logs for activities in unapproved
regions.
B. Monitor Amazon S3 Event Notifications for objects stored in

buckets in unapproved regions.
C. Use AWS Trusted Advisor to alert on all resources being
created.
D. Develop an alerting mechanism based on processing AWS
CloudTrail logs.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/45449053/cloudwatch-alert-o
n-any-instance-creation

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which configuration component in Cisco Unified Communications
Manager Enhanced Location Call Admission Control is designated
to participate directly in intercluster replication of
location, links, and bandwidth allocation data?
A. an active member of a Location Bandwidth Manager Group
B. a shadow member of a Location Bandwidth Manager Hub Group
C. a standby member of a Location Bandwidth Manager Group
D. all members of a Location Bandwidth Manager Group
E. a member of a Location Bandwidth Manager Hub Group
Answer: E
Explanation:
A Location Bandwidth Manager (LBM) service that has been
designated to participate directly in intercluster replication
of fixed locations, links data, and dynamic bandwidth
allocation data. LBMs assigned to an LBM hub group discover
each other through their common connections and form a
fully-meshed intercluster replication network. Other LBM
services in a cluster with an LBM hub participate indirectly in
intercluster replication through the LBM hubs in their cluster.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some
question sets might have more than one correct solution, while
others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
You are developing an application that will run as an Azure API
App. The application tracks flights between airports, including
duration of flight, if the flight was on time, the capacity of
the airplane, and the number of seats sold. Queries can be
performed to show multiple routes, multi-leg journeys, and
filtering based on the attributes of the flight.
Flight information will be used by customers to perform data
mining, drive interactive display, perform airspace tracking,

and other applications.
Customers require that the response time of the API be as low
as possible, both for retrieving information for a single
flight, and for queries across flights. To achieve the required
level of performance, each API invocation must be satisfied by
a single operation against the data store containing flight
information.
You need to implement the data store for this application.
Solution: You use Cosmos DB.
Does the solution meet the goal?
A. Yes
B. No
Answer: A
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